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Summary: This article is constructed as an observation of the development and the extent to 

which electronic procurement is adopted by American state governments. Based on the academic 

literature, the author first outlines a four-stage model of e-procurement growth, which is also 

illustrated using data of its implementation in United States. The author then touches upon some 

specific issues related to electronic procurement such as online bidding, digital signatures and 

reverse auctions. An entire section is dedicated to the benefits and costs that states bear because 

of the use of Internet technology. The article also sheds light upon recently conducted empirical 

studies related to electronic procurement growth in state governments in United States. These 

studies regard the adoption of e-procurement by state and local agencies as a slow process. They 

also point out that the management capacity and technology skills that these agencies possess are 

of a critical importance as related to e-procurement development. The author builds up a model 

of e-procurement growth. He uses the National Association of State Procurement (NASPO) 

database and descriptive statistics to measure the dependant and independent variables. The 

research sample consist of 43 states while management capacity, IT management capacity, tax 

capacity, Internet access, IT spending and Gross State Product (GSP) are defined as independent 

variables. The study reveals that management and tax capacity variables are among the strongest 
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predictors of e-procurement growth in state governments. No statistical evidence is found to 

satisfy the argument that GSP per capita, Internet access or IT spending impact the research 

dependant variable. The author concludes pointing out the effect of states bundling e-

procurement into an ERP system as a potential subject for a future study.   

Assess: This article is published by the peer reviewed Journal of Public Procurement that is 

dedicated to the study of public procurement. The journal that resembles to a professional 

community of scholars and practitioners has embraced the mission of improving efficiency, 

equity and transparency in public procurement. Even though in short format, the author’s 

bibliography exposes his strong interest in electronic government field. The author has utilized a 

long list of scholar references and accessed the subject using different points of view. All the 

above have contributed toward building up a rich, valuable and unbiased study. 

Reflect: I deem this article as a very useful source that definitely offers a generous support for 

my arguments. It describes some major forms of electronic procurement adopted by state 

governments in United States. The article also encompasses benefits and costs; it identifies the 

main barriers of electronic procurement development in public sector. Despite the missing data 

on the Internet procurement adoption for six states, the study identifies potential factors that 

impact the further growth of electronic procurement in governmental agencies. This article will 

serve as a starting point for my Individual Research Paper .It has already helped me to 

understand some of the reasons that lay behind the slow rate by which e-procurement 

implementation is progressing in public administration. 


